
LETTER FROM NEW YORK
By JULIA CROWE

THIS past summer, I woke at 5am after three
hours of sleep and flew home to JFK airport after
covering the JoAnn Falletta International Guitar
Concerto competition in Buffalo, New york. I'd
stepped into the searing hot alligator breath of
humidity that had enveloped New york City and
anticipated throwing down my Lrags and taking a
quick nap before heading upstate that same
evening for...another guitar concert.

After getting shanghaied to the l-or,ver East Side
instead of my home stop, due to weekend train re-
routing, in addition to dealing with a recalcitrant
cabbie, my priorities shifted to having just
enough time to drop off the bag and turn around
to catch a train from Grald Centra_I. The concert
was Odair Assad's first ever, solo concert at the
Ritz Theatre in Newburgh, New York.

For the first 30 minutes of the train ride, the sky
thundered violently and lashed white caplets of
rain across the surface of a dull green lake. At
the fourth stop, as the train pulled in, I'd caught
a sign that read 'Beacon.' I got off and searched
out a taxi. I saw one filling up quickly. When I
asked the driver when might another cab become
available to take me into Newburgh, his response
was, 'Newburgh? You should have stayed on the
train. Newburgh is 30 miles away.'

The concert was due to start in 30 minutes. The
Beacon sign I saw earlier turned out to be an adver-
tisement for an event in Beacon, printed in big bold
letters. I chalked it up to a severe lack of sleep.

A lady waiting on a bench at the train station
told me I would be best off purchasing a ticket
from across the platform or else risked getting
dunned for double fare aboard the train. I dashed
across the platform to the ticket machine and
back to the bench on the other side, where we
gazed across the tracks to see a lone white wisp of
a cloud hanging low over the lake, a remainder of
the wild storm that had passed. A gigantic raven
swooped and plunged unexpectedly over a trash
barrel, whisking away a crumpled, brown,hare-
colored paper sack as its victim. It dropped the
bag onto the platform and stabbed at it efficient-
ly with its beak, neatly extracting the half sand-
wich left inside. The torn bag and its napkins
were left fluttering on the platform.

The next train arrived within minutes and I
found a seat near the door so I could keep watch,
no longer trusting myself. Or anyone else, for
that matter. A man who had been lying down in
the seat in front of me sat upright and engaged in
a staring match. He had short ginger hair and
arms filled with faded green jailhouse tattoos
rvhich matched his janitorial outfit. He eventual-
lv turned around and commenced cleaning out
the interior of his ears with the toothed shank end
of a ker- from his ker.chain.
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Odair Assad.

I got off at the correct station this time and
found a cab with a Rastafarian driver who
assured me he could deliver me to Newburgh.
Apparently, taxis work differently in upstate New
York than they do in the city. Here, they pile at
least five strangers into a single van and the dri-
ver then decides who will be dropped off first
according to whatever distance each destination
is called out. I felt sick and doomed and resigned,
stepping into this cab, wondering if I would ever
make it to this concert. Everyone aboard wore
the same distracted expression that spoke of their
minds being fixed upon their respective destina-
tion whilst quietly adjusting to the sonic massage
of reggae rhythms from the car's tape deck.

The driver surged up a country road. Everyone
seemed contentedly preoccupied in their silence.
Feeling at this point like the caricature of a high-
strung Manhattanite, I finally piped up from the
back seat to ask who was going where when
because I had a concert to get to. The driver
leaned into his wheel, 'Praise Jah, I get you to
Newburgh. Not a worry.'

Seven minutes later, after slowing along a road
of worn, white-washed clapboard country houses,
the taxi stopped in front of a vast field of stone
monuments encircled by a tall fence. The first
passenger asked to be dropped off at the entrance
of a long, flat cemetery. Of course, I couldn't help
growling under my breath, why the rush?

Ten minutes later, the cab climbed a steep grav-
el road toward al old. turn-of-the-centurv prison
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surrounded by a tall chain link fence laced with
impressive, barrel-sized coils of barbed wire at the
top and bottom interior. A stoclry, uniformed
female prison guard came swinging down tlle
path at a swift pace as the woman passenger for
this stop asked if any of us might have change for
a five. None of us had the appropriate change she
was looking for. A rider called out to her from
inside the taxi, 'God bless you.' A discernible
sweep of emotion crossed the worn lines of her
face as she sighed and found herself stuck paylng
more than she had expected.

The cab driver returned us to the main road,
free now, or so I hoped, to take the bridge into
Newburgh, where the slqy was now growing dark.

.Wot is dee address?' he asked.
I didn't know. After all, he was the taxi driver.

I was now imagining myself stuck after dark on
three hours sleep in a strange, rain-washed town,
having missed the concert altogether, along with
the last weekend train into the city, with no clue
where to stay. And my mobile phone was down to
its last gasp ofcharge.

The driver cruised slowly, scanning anything
that looked like a church. The fourth church we
passed, I noticed people filing into its doors. St.
George Episcopal. By some miracle, the concert
hadn't yet started. Joy and relief, of course, cost
me three times what the fare ought to have been.

The concert, presented in association with La
Bella Strings and Bardavon, was a homage to the
late luthier Thomas Humphrey and this concert
was designated as the first of what will become an
official guitar series in his narne at ttre Ritz
Theatre in Newburgh, once the place is fully
restored. In his premiere solo concert, after per-
forming some thirty years as a duo with his
brother Sergio, Odair Assad announced his pro-
gra"mme to the packed church.

He opened with a Brazilian piece with a title
that translates in English to 'when you are miss-
ing something,' which he dedicated to Tom
Humphrey's memory. The second piece was a
lightning fast Waltz by Antonio Lauro, followed
by the sonorous lightness of Agustin Barrios'
Catedral. Odair Assad played two of Walton's
Bagatelles with crisp execution and projection,
to the delight of much of the audience, many fan-
ning themselves haplessly with their pro-
grammes in this hot, airless church. He also
performed Villa-Lobos's Etude lVo. 8 and, grace-
fully and textured, Astor Piazzolla's Inuierno
where at least the thought of winter did bring
some relief.

The highlight of the evening was his premiere of
a new, l4-minute long Leo Brouwer piece written
specifically for him, entitled Sonata deL
Camtnante. in four movements: Vision de La

Amazonia, El gran sertao, Danza Jestiua and
Toccata Nordestina- The piece will be part of
Odair Assad's first solo recording release on the
GFIA label and the score is expected to be pub-
lished some time towards 20f O.
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The opening of the piece had a crystalline feel
with harmonics and trademark Brouwer angula-r-
ity sweeping along the fretboard with descending
arpeggios. The third movert'rent of the piece has a
bit of a false ending which nearly fired the audi-
ence into a premature frenzy until Odair held out
a hand to stay their applause. He completed the
vibrant fourth movement, which reintroduced the
thematic ending of the third movement with
emphatic punctuation. Francoise-Emanuelle
Denis, Odair's wife of twenty-five years, stood
radiantly behind him, in spite of the wilting heat,
and turned the pages of the music.

Sergio Assad joined his brother for the last piece
of the concert, performing a piece that Sergio had
originally written for the 1993 Japanese film,
lVatsu no Niusa (Summer Garden), directed by
Shinji Soumai. He explained to the audience that
he had asked Tom Humphrey for help with nErm-
ing the 30-odd segments composed for the film
and that upon listening to this one piece, Tom
had decided to give it the name FareusetL.

A reception followed the concert in the lobby of
the historic Ritz Theatre. where Ella Fitzerald and
Frank Sinatra have performed, along wittr Luis
Prima, Woody Herman, Bill'Bojangles' Robinson.
The theatre is most well known for being the stage
debut of actress Lucille Ball and the site where
she developed onstage, with her husband Desi
Arnaz, what would become the 1950s television
hit, The I Love Lucy Show.'

Late evening, friends returned with the Assads
to the Humphrey household, where the electricity
remained blown out due to the heavy storm sys-
tem that passed through earlier that afternoon.
Everyone helped light candles, until the fireplace
mantle and tabletops turned into an army of gut-
tering wax chasing the shadows over wine and
olives, the strains of guitar and subdued conver-
sation.

Odair Assad mentioned his anticipation of his
upcoming solo concert in C6rdoba, Spain, where
Leo Brouwer would be present for the European
premiere of his new piece. He and Sergio were
also preparing to record with Yo-Yo Ma in New
York City for a forthcoming disc from Sony Music,
which Francoise-Emmanqelle described as hav-
ing a main musical theme that explores the idea
ofjoy. Therefore, Yo-Yo Ma asked Sergio Assad to
arrange a few Brazilian pieces and to join him
with Odair Assad.' (A couple of Youtube videos
can be found online of the Assads performing
Menino and Zita with Yo-Yo Ma on his earlier
'Obrigado Brasil' project.) This new album is
expected to be released shortly, in time for the
holidays.

To close, it warrants a mention after all that ear-
lier travel mayhem-I did get home to the city that
same evening. A lovely family offered me a lift at
3 AM, an unforgettably kind favour for which I am
forever grateful, especially after travelling on so
little sleep. And also, because that next day hap-
pened to be my wedding anniversar5r.
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